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Stella Hollingberry boldly shatters every feasible hope for her own personal security when she refuses what
society considers a perfect proposal of marriage. With little to her name and no practical means of supporting
herself, she is left with the fear of ending up on the streets—along with her beloved friend and lifelong
companion Patsy, for whom she feels responsible.

A strange twist in the will of a distant relative leaves Stella unexpectedly in ownership of a faraway manor
house, Ravensdale. Stella and Patsy arrive to find the house in dreadful condition, with only a few struggling
servants there who are relying on their work at the manor for their own survival. Determined to make a
suitable life for herself and all those who are depending on her, Stella rolls up her sleeves and digs in, putting
her every effort into saving Ravensdale and making it a proper home.

Stella finds an unexpected ally in the mysterious stable hand, Harland Leatherby. From him she learns the
legend of Ravensdale, that only a person with the heart of a raven is worthy of being a steward of the manor.
As Stella gradually comes to learn what that means, secrets unfold concerning the house she inherited, and
the man who diligently works by her side to save it from a threat she never could have imagined.
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From reader reviews:

Hayden Roberts:

As people who live in often the modest era should be up-date about what going on or details even knowledge
to make them keep up with the era which is always change and move ahead. Some of you maybe will update
themselves by looking at books. It is a good choice for yourself but the problems coming to you actually is
you don't know which you should start with. This A Raven's Heart is our recommendation so you keep up
with the world. Why, as this book serves what you want and wish in this era.

Jacob Gray:

Hey guys, do you would like to finds a new book to read? May be the book with the name A Raven's Heart
suitable to you? Typically the book was written by well known writer in this era. The book untitled A
Raven's Heartis a single of several books this everyone read now. This particular book was inspired lots of
people in the world. When you read this reserve you will enter the new way of measuring that you ever know
just before. The author explained their strategy in the simple way, therefore all of people can easily to
recognise the core of this reserve. This book will give you a great deal of information about this world now.
So you can see the represented of the world with this book.

Robert Garcia:

Do you one of the book lovers? If yes, do you ever feeling doubt while you are in the book store? Make an
effort to pick one book that you find out the inside because don't evaluate book by its protect may doesn't
work is difficult job because you are scared that the inside maybe not seeing that fantastic as in the outside
search likes. Maybe you answer may be A Raven's Heart why because the wonderful cover that make you
consider regarding the content will not disappoint you. The inside or content is definitely fantastic as the
outside or perhaps cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly guide you to pick up this book.

Brandi Johnson:

A lot of guide has printed but it differs from the others. You can get it by world wide web on social media.
You can choose the best book for you, science, witty, novel, or whatever by searching from it. It is identified
as of book A Raven's Heart. You can include your knowledge by it. Without departing the printed book, it
can add your knowledge and make you actually happier to read. It is most important that, you must aware
about book. It can bring you from one location to other place.
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